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In order to and avoid equifinality problems when using classic transfer function convolution models 

for describing solute transport at the catchment scale it is necessary to know the shape of the 

transfer function before determining its scale (defined by its mean value). However, transfer function 

shapes can adopt highly variable shapes ranging from gamma distributions with high initial peaks to 

humped advection-dispersion functions. We used the HydroGeoSphere model to investigate how 

different parameters (of the catchment and of the precipitation events) influence the shape of transit 

time distributions (TTDs) which constitute the transfer functions in the catchment system. We were 

able to find a relationship between the TTD shape and a dimensionless number (the flow path 

number F) characterizing input flux, output flux and available storage in a catchment (see Figure 1). 

Generally, TTDs have gamma function shapes with high initial peaks if the catchment is able to 

effectively transport the incoming flux in the subsurface beyond the outlet (i.e. F is negative). If this is 

not the case and the influx is larger than the outflow capacity (i.e. F is positive), the TTDs become 

humped. The more similar the event inflow becomes to the outflow capacity and also the larger the 

available storage becomes (for F converging to 0), the more the shape of the TTD converges to an 

exponential function (see Figure 2). 

The flow path number F is defined as: 

𝐹 =
𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑖−𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑚

𝐷𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙(𝑛−𝜃𝑎𝑛𝑡)
, 

where soil depth Dsoil [m], porosity n [m3 m-3] and antecedent moisture content θant [m
3 m-3] are 

paired with the average subsequent precipitation amount Psub,i [m] divided by the average interevent 

time ti [d] (the subsequent precipitation amount Psub is a yearly average [m a-1]): 

𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑏,𝑖 =
𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑖

365.25
, 

and the water removal capacity of the soil Krem [m] consisting of the effective saturated soil hydraulic 

conductivity keff [m d-1], the average event duration te [d] and the ratio of the cross-sectional area of 

the soil layer at the outlet of the catchment Aout [m
2] to the catchment surface area Ain [m2]: 

𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑚 = 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑒
𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐴𝑖𝑛
. 

 



 

Figure 1: Relationship between flow path number F and shape parameters α (for gamma distribution) 

and dispersion parameter D (for advection-dispersion model). For dry antecedent moisture 

conditions the advection-dispersion model works best, for moist and wet antecedent conditions the 

gamma distribution works better. 

 

 

Figure 2: TTD shapes for different combinations of antecedent moisture content (AMC) and 

subsequent precipitation amounts (SPA) and different resulting flow path numbers (F). 


